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All Fire Brigades on the system are under the
control of the Fire Department with Head quarters at Harwich .
The number of men forming a Brigade depends
upon the risk at each Station or Depot . At the
smaller Stations the Brigade consists in each
case of one Superintendent , one Engineer , and
Firemen , whilst at the larger Stations there is
one Superintendent , one Assistant Superinten dent , two Engineers , and Firemen.
The selection of members of Brigades is made
from the Staff on different turns of duty, with a
view to the whole of the 24 hours being covered
as far as practicable by some portion of the
Brigade. Preference is , however , given to the
suitable members of the Staff who reside nearest
the place to which they are attached , so that
they can readily be called upon in case of fire.
Visits are paid to Stations and Depots by the
Chief Officer of Fire Brigades , at irregular
intervals , for the purpose of examining the fire
appliances , giving surprise drills , and reporting
on the general efficiency of the Brigades.

o
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DUTIES OF FIRE BRIGADE MEMBERS .
The Superintendent is responsible for seeing
that the stop valves , hydrants , &c. , tire appli ances and all equipment are in proper order and
available for instant use. He is responsible for
the general discipline of the Brigade and for the
performance of regular drills , which must be
executed in his presence and in a proper manner.
He must keep a book and record therein all
changes of staff , residence , & c . , dates of drills
and individual performances thereat , dates and
particulars of fires , appliances received or sent
away for repairs , & c . and all other matters per taining to the working of an efficient Fire
Brigade.
In case of fire he will take full charge of all
operations for extinguishing except in cases
where one of the Railway Company ’s Steamer
Brigades or a Local Authority ’s Brigade is called
on for assistance .
As soon as possible after a fire the Superinten dent will send full particulars as shown to be
required in Appendix “ B ” ( page 39)
The Assistant Superintendent aids the Superintendent in all duties , and in the absence of the
latter takes charge of the Brigade and appliances.
The Engineers and Firemen are required to
carry out readily and smartly all orders given by
their Officers , whether at drill or an actual fire.
They are to attend the periodical drills at the
stipulated times, and endeavour by attention and

.

.

practice to make themselves into efficient mem bers of the Brigade.

All Ranks are to take their fair share in main -

taining the appliances and equipment in good
and clean condition and in preventing misuse ;
and are expected to assist in seeing that Regu lations for Fire Prevention are rigidly observed.
( See page 30.)

They are to answer fire alarms promptly ,
whether the alarm is given for an actual fire or
for drill.
Each member should recollect that he is a
unit of a Brigade , and in Brigade work should be
able to take his proper place. At the same time
he should fit himself to act on his own initiative
in the absence of his Superintendent or other
Officer . To enable him to do this efficiently and
without excitement , it is essential that he be
competent to handle each appliance and be
thoroughly acquainted with the position of all
stop valves, hydrants, and landing valves
(generally fixed on -walls of the upper storeys of
warehouses ) which may be required for use in
case of fire .
It should never be necessary for a Fireman to
wait the arrival of a comrade before starting to
get the appliances into use to deal with a fire.

All members of a Brigade must ascertain the
situation of public hydrants adjoining the Rail way Company’s property , and in case of fire it
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must not be forgotten that these hydrants are
available for use .
In towns where there are public Fire Alarms
the members of the Brigade must make themselves acquainted with the position of those
nearest the Company’s property and the method
The necessary information
of working them .
will be given freely at the Fire Stations .
All orders are to be given by the Officer in
charge , and whether at drill or at a fire , work is
to be done silently , quickly , and intelligently ,
and discipline must be maintained. Indiscriminate shouting or blowing of whistles is not
permitted . On no account must conversation be
held with , or instructions taken from , outsiders ;
they are to be referred to the Superintendent or
his Assistant .

At places where separate Brigades are main tained for Goods, Passenger, and other Depart ments , members must answer fire alarms in any
Department and assist in the work of the fire
extinction , the Superintendent of the Brigade
where the fire is in progress taking charge . If
assistance arrives from Horwich Works or
Newton Heath C . & W. Works the Senior Officer
in charge of either of these Brigades will take
full control.
Where Post Office telephones are installed ,
the telephone number of the Local Authority ’s
Fire Brigade must be posted in a conspicuous
position to save delay when calling for assistance
m case of fire.

7

Where a fire is of such proportions that it
cannot readily be extinguished by the Company ’s
local Brigade , no delay should take place in ask ing for help from the Local Authority ’s Brigade ,
and from Horwich and Newton Heath through
Control.

\

In case of a fire off the Company ’s property ,
or where the Company ’s property is not likely to
be endangered , and the Company ’s Brigade is
called out to render assistance, it is desirable
that the Superintendent obtain an order from the
Owner or his representative before getting the
appliances into use , unless standing arrange
ments for Fire Brigade services are in force.

-
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DRILLS AND OPERATIONS WITH
APPLIANCES .
All Fire Brigades on the Company ’s system
are required to have a combined drill at least
once per month , and every member should make
an effort to attend . Payment of retaining fee
and membership of the Brigade are dependent
upon the number of attendances per annum , If
a member does not attend , a satisfactory reason
should be given , and this is to be recorded in
the Brigade log book by the Superintendent.

Suitable drills may be selected from the Com ->
pany ’s standard drills , shown in Appendix “ A
( page 35 ) , but the Superintendent or Officer in
charge at the periodical drill must personally see
each member present perform the one -man drill ,
and afterwards a suitable combined drill of the
whole of the members of the Brigade must be
gone through .
y

All drills are to be carried out with the appli ances in the hose cupboard and with the cupboard door closed .

*

It is often essential that no stoppages of water
should take place , but when this operation has to a length of
ho performed , the stoppage must be limited to branch teat
the shortest possible time . The best place to work
add a length of hose is between the last length
and the branch- pipe , and the addition should
always be made at that place unless ordered
otherwise .
Upon the order being given , “ Add a length of
hose , ” another length must be obtained , the
<
He ” coupling, the one without lugs , left with
the branchman , the hose run out in a circle and
returning to the same place with the coupling.
Give the order , “ Turn off the water , ” disconnect the branch- pipe , and attach to the hose
just run out, couple the hose together , and give
the order, “ Turn on . ” If ordered to be placed
between any other particular lengths , the hose
is run out in a similar manner and connected up .
The man with the branch - pipe can then approach
near the fire.
(

Bun out another length of hose alongside the

'

i

-

Records of each one man drill , combined drill ,
and any surprise drills that take place are to be
entered , with the correct times inserted , on the
Monthly Fire Appliance Report Form , which is
to be forwarded by the Superintendent to the
Fire Department , Horwich , at the end of each

month .

Replacing a

one to be replaced. Give the order “ Turn off
b
the water, ” break the joints of defective length , length of
connect
the sound length , and give the orderhose
<
Turn on the water. ” „

If a man cannot be spared to roll up the
damaged length , make an overhand knot near
the end . When the hose is made up this must
be done the wrong way about, starting from the
t <
He ” coupling. This will denote that the
length is defective and not to be used

^

t
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Taking off
last length
of hose

Upon the order being given , 1 1 Take off the
last length of hose, > have the water shut off .
branch disconnected and placed on next length ,
and water turned on again .
Have the length of hose taken off made up
immediately a man can be spared , so as to prevent damage to same and persons tripping over
it. It may also be required elsewhere and can
readily be taken if made up .
Taking hose
When hose has to be taken up ladders or
up ladders
escapes , run the hose out in the ordinary way to
the bottom of the ladder or escape , hold "the hose
up, and get another Fireman to pull the hose off ,
fix branch- pipe and mount.
Great care must be taken not to turn the
water on until the branchman is in a safe position and has fastened the hose to the ladder ,
escape, or roof .
Great care must also be taken when working
on ladders, escapes, escape landings, and roofs ,
not to drop the branch- pipe or hose or any other
article that will injure anyone below .
To prevent accidents a line or rope can be
taken aloft , and the end lowered , secured to
hose below the coupling with a half - hitch half way down the branch - pipe , and the same hauled
up and secured if necessary .
Whistle
Turn on water
... One blow .
Galls.
Turn off water
.. . Two blows .
Make up
... Three blows.
All men not engaged to report
themselves to Officer in Charge Four blows.

.
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APPLIANCES AND EQUIPMENT .

)

It is absolutely essential that all fire appliances
should be kept in good working order , and available for instant use when required.
\

Defects must be immediately reported and

dealt with.

Every care must be exercised in using appliances whether at drill or fire. They are not to be
thrown or dropped on the ground when working
with them , but are to be laid down, thus avoid ing damage to them.

On no account must the fire hose be used for
flushing drains, washing down sub ways, platforms , & c.

-

!

Fire buckets must be kept filled with clean Jackets
water and in recognised positions, and be
examined daily. They must not be used for any
other purpose than fire ; they should be washed
out regularly , re-filled , and kept in their proper
positions. In frosty weather , however , they
should be emptied and turned upside down or
removed to protected positions , and replaced
when the frost is over. If the water is allowed
to freeze solid the bucket will burst. Fire
buckets in need of repairs or re- painting must
be sent to the Fire Department , not more than
three at a time , for attention.

,

Sand boxes on electrified lines must be kept Sand Boxes
supplied with dry sand , and with a scoop in each .

,

1
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—

to test the pressure and volume of water
available.

Hydrants
Packing in
Frosty

The Superintendents of Tire Brigades must
give
special attention to the hydrants during
r,
Salting , & c. frosty weather , and to prevent the action of
frost upon them they must be packed with straw.
The hydrant box covers must be salted , and the
covers lifted daily to ensure immediate access to
hydrant in the event of fire occurring.

—

Hydrants
Stop Valves
& Bye-Pass

In all cases of failure of water supply to fire
hydrants, the District Outdoor Machinery
Inspector must be informed by telephone or
telegram.
These are small brass pumps fixed in a bucket , Han£
and are usually supplied h> Stations where there
are no fire hydrants.

At some Stations where hydrants are supplied
with water without passing through a meter ,
either the main stop valve or the fire hydrants
are sealed by the Water Authorities , and this
seal lias to be broken to bring them into use.
The stop valve key and bar, or the key which in
some cases is in one piece , must always be kept
in the hose cupboard , so that there will be no
delay in obtaining water.

At other Stations a sealed bye - pass valve is
fitted with a fixed hand - wheel for turning on the
water and obtaining a better supply of water in
case of fire.
When it has been necessary to break any of
these seals for dealing with a fire , notice must be
sent to the Local Water Office and to the Tire
Department , Horwich .

The seals should not be broken just for the
purpose of having a wet practice as there is a
If , however, in
charge made for re - sealing
special cases it is considered desirable to break
the seal for a wet practice , application must be
made to the Fire Department, Horwich , and , if
convenient , the Chief Officer will attend in order
,

-

(

To keep these in proper working order the
round brass cap with milled edge at the top of
the hand pump must be unscrewed , the handle
and rod with ram and leather attached removed
at least once every three months and the
leathers soaked in castor oil or some animal fat
to keep them soft. Mineral oils, lamp oils, & c. ,
must not be used for the purpose .
The leather washers of the hand pump hose
must also be treated in the same way , and the
hose kept dry and in order.
The small brass jet or nozzle must be kept on
the length of hose.

To bring the fire extinguisher into use , strike
the brass knob with the spanner provided , and
see that the brass knob is driven down to the ers.
hexagon nut. Then direct the jet from the nozzle
to the best advantage. When in use the fire
extinguisher must always be kept in an upright

ExtSiSlh-

position .

To charge
Extinguish

-er.

-
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After having been used the extinguisher should
never stand empty ( unless it is being sent in for
repairs or re- painting ) , but should be imme diately re-charged .

that the small hexagon nut on top brass is
screwed down firmly , but not too tightly , with
the spanner provided for the purpose. )
,

The extinguisher remains in this state until
required for use.

Unscrew top brass with cradle attached .

If the extinguisher has not been used it should caroot
Extmglush
be thoroughly washed out at least once in three ers
.
years and a new charge of bi -carbonate of soda
used . Providing the acid bottle is not leaking,
the same can be used again .

Carefully remove all broken glass and any
accumulation of bi- carbonate of soda. It is most
essential that any deposit of soda be carefully
removed each time the extinguisher is charged ,
otherwise the deposit will block up the small
holes at the bottom of discharge pipe , rendering
the appliance useless, and at the same time
incurring risk of a dangerous explosion owing to
an excessive pressure accumulating inside the
appliance . Wash out writh clean water .

Put the contents of white canister ( bi carbonate of soda ) into a clean bucket containing
a few inches of water ( warm water is best as
the bi -carbonate of soda dissolves more readily ) ,
then stir by hand until the powder is dissolved .
Empty same into fire extinguisher and fill up
with cold water to just below black band , leaving
a few inches clear space for the carbonic acid
gas to accumulate. Great care to be taken that
the powder is properly dissolved in the bucket
before decanting into the extinguisher .

Draw back brass rod on top brass , place the
acid bottle in the cradle , and press clown the
brass knob until the inverted brass cup rests
gently on the top of acid bottle . Insert top brass
and cradle , then screw it firmly down . ( See

*'

The extinguishers and charges must be
examined from time to time , and a certificate
sent each month to the Fire Department ,
Horwich , stating the condition of each of them .

I

In severe frosty weather extinguishers in an
exposed position must be brought indoors , otherwise they will be liable to damage by frost , and
consequently when wanted will be found to be
useless.
These are small brass self -contained hand “ Pyrene ”
Fire
pumps containing a chemical liquid , and will be Extinguish
found on some of the Company 's motor lurries. ers.
The liquid with which they are charged is
expensive , and if the vessel containing it is not
very tightly screwed up the liquid will evaporate
very quickly .

When the liquid comes in contact with fire ,
dense black smoke is sometimes given off , which ,
if inhaled , is dangerous to health .

17
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Hose
Cupboards

Hose.

The hose cupboards must be kept clean and in
. good
repair , with the glass and key in position .
The hinges and lock should be oiled regularly .
Every care must be taken of the canvas hose.
After a fire or a wet drill it must be w ashed ,
carefully drained , and dried before being put
away. Care should be taken to see it is dry
inside as well as outside. In many instances

Each length of hose should be used in rotary
order to prevent undue wear of any one length .

There are three washers in each standpipe. A
rubber one at the outlet ( the same as in the
couplings of the hose ) , and two leather ones
one in the flanged joint and one at the bottom .

—

'

hose put away apparently dry has been found
mildewed and rotten a few days afterwards
owing to wTant of proper drying.
When salt water has been used , the hose
should afterwards be connected to a fresh water
main and flushed out.
If the hose is dusty after a dry drill, remove
the dust with a brush before making up .
Damage to hose is often caused by dragging
the ground , and Superintendents are
, over
specially cautioned not to allow this to be done.
When it is necessary to remove the hose when
at work , place men every few yards , lift the hose
and carry to the position required .
At fires and wet drills any small holes found
in the hose should be marked round with an
indelible pencil and a piece of twine or rope yarn
tied round the hose. If this is done it will not
be necessary to wet the hose to- find the defects
when the hose is at Horwich for repairs.
After a dry drill hose should be made up
neatly and tightly so that it may be readily run
out without kinks being formed .

standpipes,

\

The rubber washers should be soft and pliable.
No oil or grease must be put on these or they
will deteriorate .
The leather washers should be kept soft with
castor oil or some suitable animal fat in order
that they may make a tight joint .

Do not screw up the nuts on the flanged joint
too tightly or the swivel head of the standpipe
will not turn in the direction required when

wanted .

These must not be handled roughly or they
will be bent or dented , resulting in a bad jet of

Branch pipes.

water.

There is a leather washer between the branch pipe and the removable nozzle which must be
kept soft with oil . The nozzle should be taken
off and the inside cleaned occasionally .

These must always be kept in the hose cupboard so that there will be no delay in removing

Hydrant
Lid Keys.

hydrant lids.

Keys
These are supplied to Stations where the valve Valve
and Bars
type of hydrants are fixed . The key and bar
*

Fire
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must be kept together in the hose cupboard , as
one without the other is useless .

FIRES AND FIRES EXTINCTION.

These must be kept scrupulously clean. The
axles , axle boxes, shackles, nuts
and bolts of hose carts cleaned and oiled at least
once in every six months, and after a run out
should be examined to see that all are in order .

! wheels , springs ,

Hose°carts

Stationary
and Floating

Fire Pumps.

These pumps are to be thoroughly examined
at least once every twelve months, valves and
leathers renewed if necessary , and other repairs
executed .

In no case is a fire pump to be disabled for
repairs without first acquainting the Fire
Department by wire or letter.

f

To be successful in fire fighting it must be General
Fires.
distinctly understood that it is no use to try to
work at a distance. The water must actually
hit the burning material to obtain any useful
result .
If discovered in time , most fires can be subdued or kept in check by buckets of water, hand
pumps , or extinguishers. Fires often look much
worse than they are , and no one should flinch
from attacking a fire at close quarters , especially
when in its earliest stages.
Promptitude is the essence of fire fighting.
Next to prevention , quick extinction is more
efficacious in saving life and property than any
other possible means. If a small outbreak can
be dealt with by buckets, hand pumps, or extinguishers, it will save a heavy water damage.
The best Fireman is he who extinguishes a fire
with the least water damage .
When called to a fire in a building the first
action should be to ascertain the extent of the
outbreak , if possible by entering the building by
ordinary means, or by ladder , or by ordinary fire
escape. Having learned the extent of the fire ( by
observation or information given on the spot ) ,
appliances should be got into use to deal with
the outbreak.

t
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Until the fire fighting appliances are ready to
be brought into use , all doors and windows
should be kept closed. It is of the utmost importance to locate the exact position of a fire at
the earliest possible moment , so that it may be
properly dealt with, and so that steps may be
taken to prevent the adjacent property taking
fire.

A Fireman should not enter a burning build ing alone . When entering a compartment in
which there is any quantity of smoke , a life- lineshould always be used , one end being fastened
outside and the other to the wearer ’s belt , and
by this means the way back can be more readily

It is not always easy to locate and define the
extent of a fire owing to smoke filling the com partment , room , or building. If there is much
smoke, it will be found that the air is clearer
nearer the ground : therefore a wet cloth should
be tied over the nose and mouth , and a stooping
or even crawling attitude should be adopted. If
working with a jet, keep near the stream of
water. If a hand lamp wTill not hum , it is not
safe to remain in the room or compartment. To
enable some advance to be made , some judicious
opening of doors or windows will have to be done
to help clear the smoke and a jet brought forward ready for use.
Often fires difficult to
locate , owing to large quantities of smoke , have
been found to be of comparatively insignificant
size , the burning material having been of a class
that gives off large volumes of smoke . It is
therefore important that attention be given to
the heat of the smoke. If there is a great heat
in the smoke the fire is extensive and there is
great risk of a larger fire , because access of air
is liable to convert a volume of highly heated
smoke into a sheet of flame. Care and judgment
are therefore called for .

l

-

traced.
In cases where the building on fire communi cates with another by means of doors, shoots ,
shafting boxes , &c . , it is of the utmost import ance that all such doors be at once shut tight
and the other openings closed ( and no goods
must be left in the immediate vicinity ) , with the
exception of those openings through which it is
found convenient for the Firemen to work their
jets on to the fire . Men must also be told off
to watch the doors or shutters protecting the
openings , so that if they fail to confine the fire
the first building affected , special steps may
be taken to check its advance .
'

Any building in close proximity to a large fire
needs protection by detailing men to close all
windows and doors, and at any risky points Firemen should be posted , with appliances ready for
immediate use should the threatened building
take fire .

-

-

£

It is also necessary to set men on to look out
for burning wood , paper , sparks , &c. , falling
upon goods either in wagons or upon dunnage ,
so as to extinguish any fire in its earlier stages.
In working at any fire in a building, should the
Firemen working the jets be driven back , they

22
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must make every effort to close or make up the
doors through which they have been working .
Also if they are working with a hose attached to
a hydrant or landing valve in the vacated room ,
the valve must be shut off before leaving , otherwise it will spend its water uselessly and deprive
the jets at other points of vitally necessary
pressure. This is of the greatest importance .
Discretion is necessary in deciding upon the
best number of jets to use at a large fire. Two
good jets of water are more effective than
four indifferent ones. Each Brigade must there fore find out how many hydrants can be used
effectively by day and by night at their respective Stations : say , for instance , two fair jets
of water are available by day , it may be found
that three can be obtained at night owing to less
call upon the water mains. In some cases the
quantity and pressure of water are only sufficient to supply one good jet, and in others not

brought into use to cover the merchandise stored
on the floors under the fire ; men should be
started to sweep the water out of the delivery
doors or down the staircase ; and when the fire
is out, and water cleared off , the floors should be
well covered with sawdust to soak up the moisture , and all doors and windows opened for a
while to help dry the buildings and clear off
smoke fumes . If this is done promptly and
effectively , the Company will be saved heavy
losses .

5

Care must be taken to avoid needless damage ;
but when necessary impeding obstacles may be
broken down or removed , doors broken open ,
windows cut away , or partitions pierced or
shifted to get a,t- a fire : also holes cut through
floors to allow water to drain away.

Where cotton or similar stuff has been the
material on fire , directly the outbreak is checked
the work of removing the bales from the building
must be commenced , and the fire then com pletely extinguished . This is best accomplished
by treating each bale separately , picking out the
fire , and putting the smouldering matter into
buckets of water , and then thoroughly damping
the surrounding portion of the bale with water
from fire buckets.

even one can be obtained without the aid of
a fire engine.

Where escapes of gas are suspected during a
fire , the gas must be turned off at the main
cocks , or at the meter , to prevent flaring gas
assisting to make a heavier loss. Where small
lead pipes ( either gas or water ) are melted or
broken , they should be knocked up to prevent
further loss when the gas or water is afterwards
turned on .
During the time the fire is burning—if it is in
the upper floors of a warehouse or other similar
buildings all available tar sheets should be

—

t

Fire-damaged cotton at all times needs careful
watching. The bales should not be broken open .
When a fire happens in close proximity to a
petroleum or petrol store , and there is danger of
the same becoming overheated , a jet of water

25
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-

If a fire breaks out on a train in transit , and

should be played on the tanks to keep the tem perature down and prevent risk of explosion .
Bail tanks of petroleum , petrol , gunpowder
vans, wagons of cotton, wagons containing carboys of acids , and other w agons containing
inflammable materials must be removed to safe
positions.

cannot be extinguished with buckets of water
from the engine tender , the train must be
worked forward to the nearest water column
or station so that the fire appliances can be
used .

’

*

When dealing with oil or spirit fires , sand and
earth should be used to extinguish the outbreak .
Fires on

Petrol

-

driven

.

Vehicles

Move the vehicle clear of railway bridges ,
vehicles , goods or parcels sheds , or other build ings , then promptly bring it to a stand , stop the
engine , and shut the petrol cock .
If the load be on fire use the chemical
extinguisher at once .
If petrol is on fire smother the fire out with
a wet sack ; the chemical extincteur may also be
used with advantage.
If your efforts to put out the fire are not
quickly successful , send for the local Eire
Brigade , and if the fire is off the Company ’ s
premises give them the name of the street , and ,
if possible , the number of the premises opposite
which the vehicle is standing.

In the case of a fire occurring in a Garage ( and
the Pyrene fire extinguisher has been used ) ,
immediately it is put out , open windows and
allow as much air to get into the place as
possible .

*

If the fire is serious and other wagons are
likely to be involved before the train can be got
to the nearest column or station , the burning
vehicle or vehicles should be uncoupled front and
rear and isolated on the line to await the arrival
of the fire train , the engine in the meantime
going forward to the nearest station or signal
cabin so that the Control Office can be advised .
See Buie No. 217 re protection of rear portion of
train.

On arrival of a wagon or wagons on fire at a
station or water column , if only a portion of the
load is alight, the burning material if in bales
should be removed , and the appliances brought
into use to check the fire. If the load is well
alight the outbreak should be checked with fire
appliances or under a water column before any
bales are removed from the wagon . The wagon
should be placed in a convenient position for
using the fire appliances and for the removal of
bales without causing unnecessary damage from
mud and dirt , & c. Each bale of cotton or similar
fibrous material should then be taken separately
and the fire extinguished by plucking out the
material , soaking it in fire buckets and putting
it into piles

Fires in
Wagons
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Loss is kept down by keeping bales whole .
No bands should be removed , as loose cotton on
fire is worse to deal with than whole or solid
bales.

in a clean skip. Failure to attend to the latter
point will result in heavier loss by dirt in the

If it is a load of bags of cotton or cotton waste,
the bags should , as far as possible, be kept
intact and separate . The loose cotton must not
bo scattered , as it is bad to recover, and causes
heavier loss, After the fire is checked , the burn ing cotton must be plucked out and extinguished
by plunging same into fire buckets. In each case
the hose must be kept attached to the standpipe
ready to check the fire should it showT signs of
getting away.

The following points are to be borne in mind
when dealing with cotton :

—

It must never be assumed that the fire is
out and left too soon .
Water damage to sound bales and bags is to
be averted as far as it is possible with safety ,
and the burned cotton should not be placed
where it is liable to pick up mud and dirt.

i

The bands must not be taken off .

The same directions apply to wagons of
esparto, jute , hay , straw, and other fibres .

In dealing with wagons of yarn, the burning
skips should be drenched with water , as in the
case of burning cotton bales : but the cops of
yam should afterwards be picked out and placed

i

cops.
After a train fire has been extinguished , the
remainder of the load must be carefully examined
and the wagon or wagons isolated and kept under
observation . After detention for several hours
and there being no smell or smoke or signs of
fire , the wagon or wagons may be sent forward to
destination. The bales which have been on fire
must , however , not be replaced in the wagon
again , but if only slightly damaged , the burned
cotton , blackened portions, &c. , should be picked
off and the bales sent on to destination in an
empty wagon , or one in which there are no
inflammable materials.
In cases where the damage is extensive , the
wagon should be detained until a representative
from the Fire Department , Horwich , has made
an examination and passed same for transit.
If the wagon on fire contains lime , the lime
near the binning part must be thrown out, and
the fire extinguished with sand or earth .
Wagons of coke on fire should bo placed under
a water column , or put out by using the fire hose
without branch - pipe attached .
Reckless use of water and careless removal of
goods causes extra damage .
Great care must be exercised in dealing with
wagons containing drums , carboys, or bottles of
acids.
Fires are in some cases caused by a spark
igniting the straw packing around the glass car-
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boys or bottles. The bottles then crack with the
heat and allow the contents to escape into
wagons.
In other cases the bottles are broken by rough
shunting , and the acid coming in contact with
the straw packing, woodwork , and ironwork of
wagon , setting up a decomposition of the material
and eventually breaking out into flame .
The best method of dealing with such cases is
to remove any cracked or broken bottles with
care , and if any of the liquid has been spilled in
the wagon , place same under a water column ,
or use the fire hose without the branch - pipe
attached , drop one of the side doors , preferably
the one on the side which is lowest , and swill the
wagon bottom well out, using plenty of water .
A small quantity of water is dangerous , Whilst
doing this , keep on the weather side of the
wagon , so that any fumes given off will be blown
away from the person.
Fumes given off by nitric and sulphuric acids
if inhaled cause injury to the throat and lungs.
The effects of such fumes are frequently not
noticed for some time afterwards , even twenty four hours may have elapsed . Consequently men
who have been in contact with these fumes
should inhale weak ammonia , ether , or alcohol ,
and drink milk or cream , and at once seek
medical advice.
Similar precautions should be used when deal
ing with acids in rooms or sheds , and when it is
known that acids have been spilled the jet should
be directed through a broken window to wash all

the acids away with plenty of water , window's
and doors , & c. , opened , and the fumes allowed to
escape before entering.

-

I

The fumes given off by burning celluloid ,
cinematograph films , &c. , are dangerous and
cause acute bronchitis. A wret blanket , sack, or
horsecloth is the best thing for extinguishing fire
in this material, water being of no use unless in
very large quantities.
In dealing with wagons in which drums of
calcium phosphide , calcium carbide , or potassium
carbide have been broken , water or rain should
not be allowed to come in contact with the
material , otherwise inflammable gases will be
generated . Where this happens , smoking, lighted
matches , hand lamps, and engines must not be
allowed in the vicinity.
Bail tanks of petrol , benzole , turpentine , and
other . highly inflammable liquids , also wagons
containing drums of the same , must be very
carefully dealt with . Where these are found to
be leaking, no lights or means of ignition must
be allowred wdthin 60 feet of the tank or wagons.
Inflammable liquids , such as petrol , benzole ,
naphtha , turpentine , vapourise very quickly
when exposed to the air . If there should be any
doubt as to the inflammable nature of the liquid ,
a piece of paper or rag should be saturated with
the liquid , taken away to a safe distance from
the leaking drum or tanks, placed on the ground ,
and a live match thrown on the paper or rag ;
when , if it is highly inflammable , it will readily
burst into flame.
,
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-

The flexible metallic tubing used with incan
descent gas lights must be kept in good repair ,
as the rubber packing in the tubing perishes and
allows leakage which would ignite and cause a
fire .

PREVENTION OF FIRE .

.

Smoking is strictly prohibited on Company ’s
premises : members of the Stall, if desiring to
smoke , should retire to the special rooms provided for their use.
Live matches or naked lights must not be used
Suitable lighters or
in warehouses or sheds ,
safety lamps must be used for the purpose of
lighting gas or oil lights.
Live matches, cigarette or cigar ends , hot
ashes from a pipe , or lighted paper must not be
thrown down in any of the rooms at a station.

Matches

Passenger coaches and guards’ vans should be
examined at the end of journey to make sure
that no live matches, cigarette or cigar ends, or
hot ashes from pipes have been thrown down on
the cushions , floors , or down the empty space
into which the windows of the doors drop.

.

The gas lights of coaches and guards ’ vans
should be examined and any smell or sign of
escaping gas reported at once.
Tail lamps must not be lit and left on brake
van floors , as these are likely to be upset and set
fire to the van .
Gas Lamps
Gas lamps , oil lamps , gas stoves , and all such
ami Stoves.
fittings must be kept in thorough repair.
Gas jets must be rigid so that they cannot
move sideways nor be left lighted against wood work.
Van Lamps

)

Gas stoves must be placed on iron or stone
slabs, or fixed on iron shelves bracketed to walls.
If the wall be constructed of wood , the wood work must be protected by an iron plate with a
space between plate and the wall.

The chains of suspended oil lamps must be
examined and renewed as necessary.

)

Lighted oil lamps must not be placed on any
merchandise or left on the floors of any ware house or shed .

Lamps must be cleaned , trimmed , and filled
in a proper lamp room , or in the open air at a
place where there is no risk.
Lamp rooms must be kept clean and no oil
allowed to accumulate on the trimming bench ,
table , shelves , or floors. The windows should be
kept closed , and broken panes of glass repaired
at once. The door must be closed and locked
when not in use, so as. to prevent any sparks
from entering.
The lower floors of signal cabins must not be
used as lamp rooms, nor must there be any oils
or inflammable materials stored therein.

oil Lamps
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In those rooms where the duties terminate at
a stated hour , the fires should be allowed to
bum low some time before closing.

Paraffin and petroleum oil barrels, whether full
or empty, are not to be left on the line side, as
they are liable to be set on fire from the grass
. or the oily saturated ground in the vicinity being
fired by a spark from an engine.
The cocks or taps of oil tanks must be kept in
good repair and not allowed to drip. They should
be kept locked to prevent mischievous boys from
turning on the cocks or taps and allowing the
oil to escape and take fire from a spark from aft
engine.

Station Masters and Agents should see that
birds ’ nests are removed from under the roofs of
signal cabins , station buildings, goods ware houses and sheds, both inside and out , as many
fires are caused through sparks falling in nests
and setting the roof on fire . Slates on all roofs
should be kept in proper repair so as to avoid the
lodgment of sparks.
Coal and
Coke Fires

Fire - places in offices, waiting rooms, refresh ment rooms, Inspectors, Foremen , Guards’ and
Porters’ rooms , also Platelayers ’ huts, must have
iron fenders. Fires must not be made up so that
there is a danger of over-heating, or of live coals
rolling off and over the fender on to the floor.

Coal and coke stoves must be fixed similarly
to the regulations governing gas stoves, viz . , to
be placed on iron or stone slabs , and if the wall
of the apartment is of wood the latter must be
protected by an iron plate or other fire- resisting
slab with a space between plate or slab and the
wall.

Fires are not to be raked out on to the hearth stones , but allowed to die out.

/

Waste - paper baskets and clothing must not be
placed too near stoves or fire- places ; this being
the cause of many fires.
Fire -guards must be fixed around fires in
Parcel Offices and Booking Offices used as
Parcel Offices.

I

A gangway at least three feet in width
be kept clear through each room to each
municating delivery and fire exit door , and
not in use doors must be kept closed and
of storage.

Warehouses
must and
Sheds.

com -

when

clear

Loose cotton must not be allowed to accumu late on the floors , but be placed in tares or skips .
Sweepings or other rubbish must be removed
from buildings , and not allowed to accumulate.
Broken windows in goods warehouses , sheds,
and all buildings should be re-glazed at once , as
there is always danger from sparks entering and
causing a fire.

•

The roof windows of warehouses and sheds
containing cotton and other fibres should be
whitewashed early in the Spring to prevent the
sun ’s rays concentrating through the glass.
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Field and
Line aide
Fires

-.

The grass on the Company ’s slope in the
neighbourhood of woods and undergrowth should
be suitably dug up to prevent a fire spreading
from the line to private fields or woods.

Men working on the line must immediately
report to their superior officer all fires noticed in
fields adjoining the railway , stating , if possible ,
how caused , time started , nature and extent of
damage , and owner of property. If caused by
sparks or suspected spark from an engine , par ticulars of train or engine number to be given.

APPENDIX “ A . ”
L. & Y. COMPANY’S STANDARD AND
COMPETITION DRILLS.
i

*

A fine day , if possible , should be chosen for a
practice, so that the hose will not be unneces-

sarily wet.
The Officer in charge should fall his men in ,
five yards from and facing the hose cupboard .
The men should then be called to attention and
numbered off from their left, 1, 2 , 3, and 4 , accord ing to the number present and the drill about
to be performed . The men should be distinctly
told whether it is to be a dry or wet drill , and
the place to which the branch- pipe is to be
taken.
At a wet practice or an actual fire the man
fixing the standpipe should have the water flowing through the hose so that immediately the
branch - pipe is fixed the water will be at the
nozzle. The branch - pipe in this case should not
be laid on the ground.

-

ONE MAN DRILL

f

Man to stand at attention, and at the order
Get to work , ” open door with cupboard or
carriage door key , take hydrant lid key or bar
and key as the case may be , standpipe , one
length of hose and branch - pipe to hydrant , fix
standpipe , run out hose , and attach branch - pipe.
<<

i

.
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F O U R- M E N D R I L L

.

Men to stand at attention , and at the order
Get to work, ” No. 1 opens door , takes hydrant
tools and standpipe to hydrant and fixes same ;
whilst he is doing this he must be on the lookcut for No. 2 , and must be ready to grasp the
male end of No. 2 ’s hose , which he will place
under his foot and connect to standpipe when
same has been firmly fixed . No. 2 takes branch pipe , places same under left arm w'ell up under
the arm - pit and with large end forward , un straps a length of hose , and with the same held
by the lugs on his right side , passes to the left
-of No. 1. The male end of the hose should hang
down about a foot so that it will be easily
grasped by No. 1. In this drill it does not
matter which man finishes first , the time being
taken when both men are standing at attention

(

-

-

i

l

T H R E E-M E N D R I L L .

Men to stand at attention , and at the order
<<
Get to work , ” Nos . 1 and 2 do as they did
in the two- men drill , except that No. 2 does
not take the branch - pipe. No. 3 places branch pipe under left arm , unstraps a length of hose
and follows the man with the first length of
hose , allowing the male end of hose to hang
down a foot so that the same can be easily
grasped by No. 2 when he has run out his own
length . The drill will be considered complete
when the branch - pipe is laid down and all men
•concerned are standing at attention .

Men to stand at attention , and at the order
. Get to work > > Nos. 1, 2 and 3 do as they did
in the three - men drill excepting that No. 3 does
not take the branch - pipe. No. 4 places branch
pipe under left arm , unstraps a length of hose
and follows No. 3, allowing the male end of
hose to hang down about a foot so that the same
can easily be grasped by No. 3 when he has run
out his own length . The drill will be considered
complete when the branch - pipe is laid down and
all concerned are standing at attention .
<

*i

.

f

At those stations which have more than three
lengths of hose , and it is desired to have a five
or six - men drill , it is only necessary to add
additional men numbering them 5, 6 , and so on ,
the last man of course taking the branch- pipe .
The 1, 2 , 3, and 4 - men drills are the drills
executed at the Annual Fire Brigade Com petition.
At the District and Final Competitions the
hose cupboard will be placed 10 yards from the
hydrant, the men standing midway between .
In arranging drills , Officers in Charge should
remember that it is not advisable to have all the
hose uncoiled at one time, as in the event of a
fire breaking out some distance away from a
hydrant the uncoiled hose would be very difficult
to carry about.
There is no objection to a left- handed man
running out hose on his left side , or carrying
branch- pipe under right arm .
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APPENDIX “ B.”

At those stations where there . are hose carts
the Brigade should , for a change , drill from the
hose cart instead of the hose cupboard.

REPORT OF FIRE .

PENALTIES .

.

Omitting to take lid key to hydrant
... 1 second
Standpipe not screwed home each half turn
.. . 1 second .
Dragging loose male coupling over ground
when running out each length
1 second .
Hose not drawn out to full extent each
length
. .. . 1 second.
Kinks in hose each kink
. ... 1 second.
Accepting comrade’s coupling or running
out with one hand before at least
three fourths of hose is run out
... 5 seconds.
Throwing down or dropping branch -pipe
when completing drill .. . .
. .. 5 seconds.
Couplings loose after branch-pipe is down...Disqualified .
Touching work after compleiing drill ...Disqualified .

—

—

Date
Time
Place
Description ....
Alarm given by
Discovered by
Time commenced to extinguish
Time occupied
Time extinguished
Brigades engaged
Appliances used
Water obtained from

K

t

—

—

-

If fire in vehicle detached or forming part of
train give following particulars :—
Owner
Description
No. of Vehicle
to.
Labelled from
No. of sheets used
Position of vehicle
Was load completely covered ?
if not , specify short sheeting
Guard
Train
Driver
Fireman
No. of Engine
time.. ,
Fire first discovered at
bY
Distance from point of first discovery ,
Where stopped.....

i

i

f

-

PARTICULARS OF DAMAGE.
Owner of property damaged
Cause of fire
Damage to appliances

PARTICULARS OF MEN EMPLOYED , Etc .
TIME OCCUPIED
Name .

Rank .

Position on
Fire
Brigade.

During Ordinary Out of Ordinary Total
Working Hours. Working Hours. Hours.

Hours.

Mins.

Hours.

Mins.

o

VOLUNTEERS .
Name.

Time Occupied .

Hours.

NOTE.

—

Mins

.

How Occupied.

Here state what
remuneration , if any ,
has been made.

No allowance for services rendered in extinguishing fires is to be made to the Company s
staff until certified by Fire Department

.

